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Promote and support the development of quantitative imaging acquisition, analysis and interpretation tools that can be used in human or machine data evaluation to help predict or measure the response to childhood cancer therapy as a quality of life, or surviving research. November 7, 2012 5 min read
Opinions expressed by Entrepreneur Contributors are their own. Thanks to significant investments by the Government and the private sector for small firms facing information overload, there is now room for the development of new data analysis tools. While most of the so-called big data tools are still
aimed at large enterprises that don't think about spending six digits on information management, a number of reasonable-priced data analytics tools that small firms can use to manage large amounts of information can turn raw data into an effective analysis with minimal fuss. Here are five of those tools
that your small business can use to get great results from big data volumes:1. Google Analytics Application Gallery Google continues to add features to its free Google Analytics data tracking package. One of the most accessible for small businesses is Google Analytics Application Gallery.What it does:
The App Gallery is an application market connecting third-party developers with Google Analytics to significantly expand their capabilities. Three useful data apps on the site: Hub'Scan, LogMyCalls and GA Data Grabber for Excel. Each of them can help manage costs and produce easy-to-read reports
from Google Analytics.Who should use it: Google Apps Application Gallery can be a place to start for owners wanting to update their data analysis I q quickly and easily. Price: You can browse the Gallery app for free. You can purchase apps for different fees. Hub'scan runs $750 for 250,000 analyzed
pages, LogMycalls is free to start, with paid services running $29 a month and GA Data Grabber has a $299 annual fee per module. Related: 5 Ways Big Data Is Changing the World2. WolframAlpha's Facebook Reports Champaign, Ill. WolframAlpha uses a collection of embedded data and algorithms to
interpret information repositories. Among the many on his facebook list, which has valuable business information such as demographics of followers and how they interact with the brand's pages. What it does: WolframAlpha's Facebook Reports provides a complete breakdown of your personal account,
revealing the most active posters and activities of your friends through a series of charts, graphs, tables and other reading. Who should use it: Any which does business with a personal Facebook page should download a free report from WolframAlpha. This may explain how customers access your page
and who their influential people are. The pro version can be used to analyze almost limitless datasets other than Facebook. Price: Basic features are free. The pro version costs $4.99 per month and includes a wider set tools to develop trend analysis for spreadsheets and even images. Twitter's quantum
leap buzz may be doing sub-par work on analyzing the data it generates. But Newark, Del. quantum leap-based Innovation attempts to fill this gap with a data visualization and analysis tool for Twitter and Facebook.What it does: Quantum Leap Buzz organizes tweets and posts in a consistent topic.
Searching for a word or phrase and tool tries to give an idea of the conversation around it. The number and names of people speaking on the topic can be broken down, and the popularity of each theme is displayed. Topics can be analyzed for positive or negative moods and how individual users respond
to this set of ideas. Who should use it: This can be an important asset for social media marketers, especially for analyzing the strategies of social media competitors. Price: The software is free to download and compatible with Macs and PCs. Related: How to mine social media for valuable customer
data4. JackBe Presto Need to get all types of information related to your business into one custom control panel? Chevy Chase, Md.-based JackBe may have an answer. What it does: JackBe Presto can capture data from a variety of sources, including Microsoft Office and Server products, Oracle
developers' tools, and Salesforce.com. These channels are organized into interactive do-it-yourself dashboards that allow users to compare disparate data streams on mostly on-demand. Who should use it: Presto may be ideal for firms that traditionally pay analysts to interpret all this information. Price:
The service starts at $3,500 per month for 25 users.5. Recorded by Future Cambridge Mass. was founded by Recorded Future in partnership with the CIA and Google's venture capital division to develop a data aggregation tool that - without exaggeration - tries to predict the future. What it does: The tool
tracks blog posts, news feeds, personal comments and forward-looking statements made over the Internet for a temporary relationship between upcoming events. For example, the company announces that the product will be launched next month. Recorded Future compares these forward-looking
statements with others it finds on the Internet to quantify the probability of a projected event. But with high expectations may come spotty forecasts, with some themes finding production of unintended results. On the topics on which it has rich data - corporate ads, product releases and travel by well-known
executives - Recorded Future can give a compelling look to the future. Who should use it: For businesses that operate in markets affected by large-scale action such as volatile overseas markets, Recorded Future can offer a way to display and interpret the vast amount of publicly available data on certain
topics. For example, it may be worth consulting for a firm that for comparative information on the timing of the release of several simultaneous products. Price: The main search tool is free. Premium accounts, which include notifications and visual analytics, start at $149 per month. Related: Reality Check
driven by data to reveal your marketing budget: Our goal is to show products and services that we think you'll find interesting and useful. If you buy them, the entrepreneur can get a small share of the sale income from our trading partners. Data and efficiency rule everyone in the business. With so much
competition in the world, entrepreneurs need every edge they can get to stay ahead of the competition. To gain this advantage, they trust the data and implement effective processes to reduce waste and enhance any benefits they may find. If you're trying to figure out how to navigate your business
through these tough times and scale in the future, you can benefit from courses in Ultimate Data and Project Management Certification Bundle.This 10-course bundle contains nearly 50 hours of training on all things data and project management - two aspects of any business that can be critical to growth.
Here you learn how to work and work with Microsoft Power BI, one of the best business analytics tools on the market. Using Power BI, you'll see how to model your data to better understand and make smarter business decisions. You'll also learn how to use Microsoft Excel to analyze data, how to use S'L
to manage databases, and make better use of your company's data, and more. On the project management front, you'll get a comprehensive overview of Jira, a simple, intuitive, reliable, and powerful software development tool used by Agile teams around the world. Using real-world examples, you'll learn
how Jira Agile project management can improve efficiency and reduce waste in your organization, allowing you to achieve more by spending less resources. Whether you're building software or deploying a new startup product, this training will give you the skills you need to do so efficiently and
productively. Grow your business by becoming a master of data and project management. Final Data and Project Management certification bundle is on sale for just $39.99 now. Prices can change. There has never been more technology to collect, study, and visualize data. Here are 30 different notable
pieces of data visualization software good for any designer's repertoire. They are not just powerful; They are easy to use. In fact, most of these tools have simple, point-and-click interfaces, and don't require you to possess any particular coding or investing in any significant training. Let the software do the
hard work for you. Your client will never know. iCharts iCharts is a platform that connects publishers of market research, research, and industry data with professional consumers. iCharts contains tens of thousands of cards in business, economy, sports and other categories. iChart simplifies for people to
discover and follow the latest data in the world of ideas. iCharts provides a cloud-based and patented graphing tool that allows companies and individuals to brand, sell, and share their data as chart content to millions of viewers online. icharts provides free accounts for users that allow you to create basic
interactive charts, while you can buy a premium version as well with tons of features. Charts can have interactive elements and can pull data from google docs, Excel spreadsheets, and other sources. No, no, no. 2. Fusion Charts Suit XT FusionCharts Suite XT is a professional and premium library of
JavaScript charts that allows us to create any type of chart. It uses SVG and has support for 90 types of charts, including 3-D, gantt, funnel, various sensors, and even maps of the world/continents/countries/states. In addition, most graphics have both 2-D and 3-D versions. The diagrams are fully tuned.
Labels, fonts, colors, boundaries, etc. can be changed. And, they're heavily interactive with tooltips, interactive legend keys, drills down, zoom/scrolling, and one-click export diagrams or prints. No, no, no. 3. Modest Maps Modest Maps is a small, untenable and free library for designers and developers
who want to use interactive maps in their projects. It provides a basic set of features in a tight, clean package with lots of hooks for added functionality. No, no, no. 4. Pizza Pie Charts Pizza Pie Charts is an adaptive chart based on Adobe's Snap SVG. It focuses on easy integration through HTML markup
and CSS instead of JavaScript objects, although you can transfer JavaScript objects to pizza. You can deliver pie charts to any pizza device. Your pie will steam hot with SVG so that it looks good on retina devices and HiDPI devices. And the pie will match the width of the box-a-am, container or can be
given max-width or max-height. No, no, no. 5. Raw Raw is a free open source web application for flexible and easy data visualization. It actually defines itself as the missing link between spreadsheet applications and vector graphics editors. The app works by downloading a dataset by copying or dragging
'n' droppings and allows us to customize the view/hierarchy. The raw material is based on popular D3.js and supports many different types of diagrams, such as bubble, packing circle, and more. Installing raw materials is pretty simple as everything works on the client side. No, no, no. 6. Leaflet Leaflet is
a state-of-the-art open source JavaScript library for mobile interactive maps. It was developed by Vladimir Agafonkin with a team of dedicated authors. Weighing only about 31 KB JS, it has all the features most developers will ever need online maps. The flyer is designed with simplicity, performance and
ease of use in mind. It works effectively on all major off-the-box desktop and mobile platforms, using HTML5 and CSS3 on today's browsers while remaining accessible on older ones. No, no, no. 7. Chartkick Chartkick is the jewel of Ruby (also has a JavaScript API that doesn't require Ruby) to create
promising charts very easily and quickly. It integrates with two chart libraries: Highcharts and Google Charts, where you can use the same features to create diagrams with each library. There is support for several types of diagrams and several series in one graph. And as mentioned there is also
Chartkick.js, which brings the same functionality to the customer side, without Ruby. No, no, no. 8. Ember Charts Ember Charts - This is a library of graphs built with frames ember.js and D3.js. It includes a series of time, bar, pie, and scattering charts that are easy to expand and change. The
unconventional behavior of these chart components presents their thoughts on the best practice of diagram interactivity and presentation. No, no, no. 9. Springy Springy is a power-directed graph layout algorithm. This means that Elastic uses some real physics to try to figure out how to show the network
chart in a way that looks good. Springy.js is designed to be small and simple. It provides abstraction for scheduling manipulation and for calculating the layout and not too much else. The details of drawing and interaction are mostly up to you. This means you can use canvas, SVG, WebGL or even just
just an old HTML item. (Link) 10. Bonsai Bonsai is an open source JavaScript library for graphics and animation. The library displays the findings using SVG and comes with an intuitive API rich in features. There is support for creating simple forms (rectangle, circle, ellipse, etc.) with specific features and
a way () feature exists to draw any custom forms. These forms can be used in colors, gradients and filters (grey scale, blur, opacity, etc.). Many mouse (or sensory) and keyboard events are already built into the library, and they are easy to control. (Link) 11. Google Charts Google Charts provides the
perfect way to visualize your data on your site. From simple linear diagrams to complex hierarchical tree maps, the chart gallery provides a large number of ready-to-use chart types. It is a particularly useful tool for specialized visualizations such as geocharts and sensors, and includes built-in animation
and user interaction controls. (Link) 12. jsDraw2DX jsDraw2DX is a standalone JavaScript library create any type of interactive graphics with SVG (and VML for older IE browsers). Aside from the ability to generate all the basic shapes such as line, rectangle, polygon, circle, ellipse, arc, etc., the library can
draw curves, beeps (any degree), function sites, plots, and a embellished text. (Link) 13. Cube Cube is an open source system for visualizing time series data based on MongoDB, Node, and D3. When you send Cube events with a time tag (with additional structured data), you can easily create real-time
visualizations of aggregated metrics for internal dashboards. For example, you can use Cube to monitor traffic to your website by counting the number of requests at five-minute intervals. (Link) 14. Gantti Gantti is an open source PHP class to create Gantt charts on the fly. The charts created are pure
HTML5-CSS3 without JavaScript. The output looks very good by default, but can be configured with ease (with SASS stylesheet). It simply works by identifying an array of start/end dates and triggering a single function. In addition, the charts are a cross-browser (IE7). (Link) 15. Smoothie Charts Smoothie



Charts is a very small graphics library designed to stream in real time. Joe Walnes wanted to show real-time streaming through WebSocket. While many graphics libraries allow data to be dynamically updated, none have been optimized for a constant flow of data. Smoothie Charts only works on Chrome
and Safari. And it doesn't support legends. Or pie charts. In fact, it concedes in almost every way in a library like Flot. But, it's very good at displaying streaming data. (Link) 16. Envision.js Envision.js is a JavaScript library to make it easier to create fast and interactive HTML5 visualizations. It comes with
two types of diagrams; TimeSeries and Finance and API for developers to create custom charts. The library is built on top of Flotr2 and HTML5 Canvas. It is a framework agnostic and depends on several micro-libraries. (Link) 17. BirdEye BirdEye is a declarative visual analytics library. This is a
community project to advance the development and development of a comprehensive open source visualization library and visual analytics for Adobe Flex. The action script-based library allows users to create multidimensional data visualization interfaces to analyze and present information. (Link) 18.
Arbor.js Arbor.js is a graphics visualization library built with web workers and jquery. It provides an efficient, overt layout algorithm, abstraction to organize the graphics and process the screen update. The library doesn't force a specific method to draw the screen, and you can use it with canvas, SVG, or
even located HTML items; the best that fits your project. Arbor.js will just help you focus on the data graph and its style rather than wasting time on physics math, making layouts (Link) 19. Gephi Gephi is an interactive visualization and research platform for all kinds of networks and complex systems,
dynamic and hierarchical graphs. Gephi, a graphic visualizer and data researcher, can not only crunch large data sets and produce beautiful beautiful but it also allows you to clean and sort the data. (Link) 20. HighChartjs Highcharts JS is a chart library written in pure JavaScript, offering an easy way to
add interactive charts to your website or web application. Highcharts JS currently supports the types of line charts, spline, area, areapline, column, bar, pie and scattering charts. It works in all modern browsers, including the iPhone and Internet Explorer from version 6. Setting up Highcharts configuration
settings does not require special programming skills. The parameters are given in the JavaScript object notation structure, which is basically a set of keys and values connected by colons separated by commas and grouped by curly braces. (Link) 21. JavaScript InfoVIS Toolkit JavaScript InfoVis tool
provides tools to create interactive data visualizations for the Internet. This library has a number of unique styles and whistling animated effects, and is free to use. (Link) 22. Axiis Axiis is an open source data visualization system designed for both beginners and experienced developers. Axiis gives
developers the ability to expressively define data visualization with a brief and intuitive markup. Axiis provides both pre-built visualization components as well as abstract layout templates and visualization classes that allow you to create your own unique visualizations. Axiis was designed as a granular
structure, allowing developers to mix and match components and build complex outputs, forming together the main building blocks. (Link) 23. Protovis Protovis is a visualization toolkit for JavaScript using a canvas element. It takes a graphic approach to data visualization, composing user viewpoints of
data using simple graphic primitives such as bars and dots. These primitives are called marks, and each brand encodes data visually through dynamic properties such as color and position. While the signs are simple in themselves, you can combine them in interesting ways to make rich, interactive
visualizations. (Link) 24. HumbleFinance HumbleFinance is an HTML5 data visualization tool that looks and functions similarly to Google Finance's Flash chart. It uses Prototype and Flotr libraries and is not limited to displaying financial data, but any two 2-D datasets that share the axis. The data should
be stored in JavaScript variables and require that three parameters be set before the feature is launched to create the chart. You can manually select a piece of data (with a slider-like interface) and zoom in on that part. This is a very useful feature when dealing with large datasets. (Link) 25. D3 is a small
free JavaScript library for manipulating data-driven HTML documents. D3 can help you quickly visualize data like HTML or SVG, handle interactivity, and incorporate smooth transitions and staged animations to your pages. D3 is not a traditional visualization framework. Render. than to provide a
monolithic system with all the features you may ever need, D3 solves only the crux of the problem: efficient data-driven document manipulation. This gives the D3 extraordinary flexibility, exposing all the possibilities of basic technologies such as CSS3, HTML5 and SVG. He avoids exploring a new interim
nonfree representation. (Link) 26. Dipity Dipity allows you to create a free digital timeline. This allows you to create, share, embed and collaborate on interactive and visually appealing timelines with the ability to integrate video, audio, images, text, links, social media, location, and time tags. (Link) 27.
Kartograph Kartograph is the basis for creating interactive maps without any map provider (such as Google Maps). It consists of two libraries: the Python library, which displays vector maps from form or Post GIS files and converts them to SVG, and JavaScript libraries to turn that SVG data into
interactive maps. If you already have SVG data (for example, any drawing can be converted to SVG with Adobe Illustrator), only the JavaScript library can help. (Link) 28. TimeFlow TimeFlow's analytical chronology is a time data visualization tool. This tool is currently in the alpha version, so there is a
chance to find glitches. It provides five different displays: a timeline view, a calendar view, a bar chart view, and a table view. (Link) 29. Paper.js Paper.js is an open source graphics scene that works on top of HTML5 Canvas. It offers a clean Stage Graphics/Document Object Model and plenty of powerful
features to create and work with vector graphics and ioth curves, all neatly wrapped in a well-designed, consistent and clean programming interface. Paper.js is easy to learn for beginners and has a lot to master for intermediate and advanced users. Paper.js was developed by Jorge Leni and Jonathan
Pucketty and is distributed under mites license. (Link) 30. Visualize Free Visualize Free is a free visual analysis tool based on advanced commercial dashboard and visualization software developed by InetSoft, an innovator in business analytics software since 1996. Visualization is the ideal method for
sifting through multidimensional data to detect trends and aberrations or slice and dice data with simple methods to point and click. If you're looking for a way to visually explore and present data that standard office scheduling software can't handle, Visualize Free is for you. No, no, no. This article originally
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